Read “Tarani’s Diary” on page 45 and answer questions 1 to 6.

1. Who wrote the diary?
 Aunty Amelia
 Tarani
 Elise
 Bethany
2. What is she looking forward to the most?
 going to the beach
 Aunty Amelia coming to visit
 the holidays
 playing with Elise and Bethany
3. On what day did Aunty Amelia come to visit?
 Monday
 In the holidays
 Sunday
 Saturday
4. Where did they play on the sculptures?
 at the beach
 at the Art Gallery
 at the zoo
 at Hyde Park
5. From reading the diary, what do we know about Tarani?
 she was tired after visiting Hyde Park
 she lives with Aunty Amelia
 she likes the monkeys at the zoo
 she has two sisters called Elise and Bethany
6. This text is best described as:
 a report
 an advertisement
 a description
 a recount
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Read “Fete Day – Everyone Invited!” on page 46 and answer questions 7 to 12.

7. The WingWang school fete is held:
 every Saturday
 every year
 every weekend
 every March
8. Who is the target audience for the fete day?
 mums
 dads
 parents
 children
9. What type of food would be available for lunch?
 hot chips
 fairy floss
 sausages
 sandwiches
10. How much will a 4-year-old pay to ride all day?
 $5
 $25
 $7
 nothing
11. If you walked to the fete, where would you enter?
 Silver Gum Road
 The school car park
 Wollybutt Crescent
 Lakeside Lane
12. This text is best described as:
 a recount
 an advertisement
 a discussion
 an anecdote
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Read “Bones” on page 47 and answer questions 13 to 18.

13. Which word best describes cartilage?
 strong
 smooth
 bendy
 breakable
14. The text tells us that “as they grow, some of these bones fuse
together”. Which word could you use instead of fuse?
 join
 make
 store
 keep
15. Why should we eat milk and broccoli?
 they taste good
 they have calcium
 they are healthy
 they help you grow tall
16. What would be another good title for this text?
 Your Bones are Important
 Funny Bones
 How Bones Develop
 The Human Body
17. What does calcium do for bones?
 helps keep them strong
 helps them make blood cells
 helps them repair themselves
 helps them fuse together
18. The text tells us that many bones are around vital organs. This
suggests that the bones are:
 attached to the organs
 hiding the organs
 protecting the organs
 repairing the organs
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Read “Storm” on page 48 and answer questions 19 to 24.

19. Why were the leaves stolen?
 a thief took them
 the wind blew them away
 the rain washed them down the road
 the giants were cranky
20. Which word best describes the wind?
 sneaky
 bold
 busy
 pelting
21. What happened to the rain at the end of the poem?
 it pelted down
 it made a river
 it made mud puddles
 it went down the road
22. How do we know the sky was angry?
 the moon was blocked out by the clouds
 the wind was roaring loudly
 there was lots of thunder and lightning
 the giants were hungry and cranky
23. What is the purpose of the different stanzas in the poem?
 to describe different parts of the storm
 to explain how a storm is created
 to inform the reader about the features of storms
 to highlight the differences between thunder and lightning
24. From reading the poem, you can tell that the writer is
probably:
 standing in the rain
 splashing in the puddles
 looking out a window
 sheltering under a tree
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Read “Hydro-electricity” on page 49 and answer questions 25 to 30.

25. Hydro-electricity is energy that:
 comes from a dam
 is created from water
 is connected to a generator
 is used to grind wheat
26. What is the main difference between water power and coal
power?
 water is a clean energy source
 coal creates more electricity than water
 coal is a form of renewable energy
 there is a constant supply of water
27. If there is not much water in the dam:
 they need to use coal instead
 the turbine won’t spin as fast
 they make more electricity
 the gates will close
28. Number the boxes 1 to 4 to show the correct order of events
in the creation of hydro-electricity.
 electricity is sent via lines to the people
 turbine spins
 generator captures energy
 water is pumped from the dam
29. What are electricity lines?
 transmission lines
 transformer lines
 pump lines
 generator lines
30. What is the best meaning of the word part “hydro”?
 hydrangea
 renewable
 water
 clean
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Read “The Bunyip” on page 50 and answer questions 31 to 36.

31. The Poobathi family had been living in Gullygulch for:
 one year
 all their lives
 a short time
 many years
32. The word “they” in the fourth paragraph refers to:
 the Poobathi family
 Aboriginal people
 Dreaming legends
 Bunyips
33. Why did the Poobathi family name the dog “Bunyip”?
 the Aboriginal elder named him
 at first they thought he was the bunyip
 “bunyip” is a word that means scary
 it reminded them of their new home
34. Why did the kelpie pup come up to the house?
 it was lonely
 it liked to play with old toys
 it was hungry
 it lived there
35. What word has a similar meaning to “billabong”?
 bunyip
 farm
 pond
 cliff
36. Why did Mr Poobathi lose his confidence?
 they were new to the town
 his homeland was in strife
 his family laughed at him
 the strange events continued
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